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Abstract
This qualitative study describes how immigrant survivors of torture in the United States built relationships among each other to form a psychological sense of community. Eight men and seven women from 11 different countries were recruited through a torture treatment center and a survivor-led advocacy and support coalition. This qualitative study explored how participants described their experiences of community life. An advisory group that included torture survivors, torture treatment practitioners, abolition advocates and academic experts guided the study. Data was analyzed using inductive and phenomenological theories. The construct of psychological sense of community articulated by McMillan and Chavis¹ provided the conceptual framework for the evaluation of how a psychological sense of community was developed. Torture survivors with their allies formed community boundaries based on a deep understanding of the impact of torture. The safety afforded through the community boundaries was reinforced by shared condemnation of torture in all circumstances. Within the security of the community’s boundaries, members shared their experiences to enable their own and others’ recovery from torture. As community members exchanged advice and support, survivors met one another’s needs, providing physical and emotional relief from the effects of their torture. As individuals and a community, they influenced each other’s identities as survivors rather than victims. Advocating for those who remained vulnerable to torture was important to their identification as survivors. Through these exchanges, community members influenced one another and developed trusting relationships and emotional bonds. This study illuminates how community life enabled survivors to contribute to, and benefit from, each other’s journeys.
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Introduction
There are few studies about how community-based interventions may contribute to recovery from torture.² The ways in which emotional connections with others contribute to healing following human rights traumas such as torture are also understudied.³ This article explores the psychological dimensions of community life reported by immigrant survivors of torture in the United States. This phenomenological study amplifies the voices of torture survivors to
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describe what and how they experience a psychological sense of community.

Torture is deliberately used to break down the connection between individuals and their communities. Survivors are often psychologically and physically isolated from community life, by their torture and by their need to flee to safety. Torture is used to create fear of those who have been tortured and the resulting fear isolates vulnerable individuals from family and community. Intentionally or not, communities may multiply the harmful effects of torture. Survivors of torture are thus isolated from and by communities.

Therapeutic interventions with torture survivors are only modestly effective in helping survivors heal. Increasingly, participation in community life is being recognized as an important strategy for recovery from torture. Through that participation, survivors can restore their ability to emotionally connect with others, to offer and receive resources. The acknowledgement of torture by others is also important, perhaps the most important strategy in a survivor’s recovery. To be able to then work against torture with others may contribute to the recovery of a community as well as individuals within it.

A psychological sense of community can offer those who experience it many benefits. Among survivors of child family abuse, experiencing a strong sense of community has been associated with attributes of resilience and positive mental health. South African immigrants in Australia were able to reclaim a new and positive identity by claiming community identity with each other based on their formerly pejorative classification as “colored”. A psychological sense of community is also related to political participation, suggesting that community participation can lead to greater individual and community empowerment.

The psychological dimensions of community life can be examined through a well-relied upon construct developed by McMillan and Chavis. Their conceptualization of psychological sense of community includes four elements. First, a community membership is defined by boundaries that indicate who is in (and who is out). Second, through their participation in the community, individuals are able to exchange resources to fulfill each other’s needs. Third, communities and their members influence and are influenced by one another. Fourth, the shared emotional connections of a community are strengthened through the social rituals and ways in which members bond with one another. For the purpose of this study, the usual sequencing of McMillan and Chavis’ conceptual framework (requiring mutual influence prior to the fulfillment of needs) has reversed steps two and three to better reflect the experience of the torture survivors who took part in this study; torture survivors first offer and receive support in fulfilling their human needs.

A psychological sense of community can offer those who experience it many benefits. Among survivors of child family abuse, experiencing a strong sense of community has been associated with attributes of resilience and positive mental health. South African immigrants in Australia were able to reclaim a new and positive identity by claiming community identity with each other based on their formerly pejorative classification as “colored”. A psychological sense of community is also related to political participation, suggesting that community participation can lead to greater individual and community empowerment.

The construct of a psychological sense of community has been criticized for mythicizing homogeneity in a community, for failing to understand the ethnic, racial, national and cultural diversity that may contribute to and also challenge a psychological sense of community. The focus on individual rather than community benefit is also a critique of a psychological sense of community. This study can contribute to the body of research that examines the complexities of a psychological sense of community. By exploring how multinational, multiracial survivors of torture develop a psychological sense of community, this study may also deepen our understanding of a psychological sense of community among those whose shared emotional connections stem from their
common experience rather than a common identity based on ethnicity, race, nationality and/or culture.

Rationale and methodology
This is a qualitative study, using a phenomenological approach to understand the lived experience of community life as experienced by immigrant survivors of torture in the United States. A qualitative study such as this is designed to provide deep understanding of the lived experience of community life as experienced by immigrant survivors of torture among each other. Consistent with a phenomenological approach, this study relies on survivors’ own words to describe how and what they experience among each other.

Community Partners
The participants for this study were recruited through two programs that offer advocacy and support services for survivors of torture. The Torture Abolition and Survivor Support Coalition, International (TASSC) was founded in 1998 and is based in Washington, D.C. This survivor-led organization educates policy makers and the public on the ill-effects of torture. TASSC also works to meet the basic human needs of those who have been tortured by offering legal, medical, housing, food and employment assistance. TASSC meets regularly throughout the year, and offers special programs celebrating notable occasions. A significant program of TASSC is its “Communities of Healing” gatherings of torture survivors where they share their stories. Communities of Healing are designed to facilitate individual and community healing and empowerment. Communities of Healing are an important aspect of TASSC’s week-long activities that recognize June 26 as the International Day in Support of Victims of Torture.

The Heartland Alliance Marjorie Kovler Center also assisted with the recruitment of survivors. The Marjorie Kovler Center offers medical, mental health and social services. The center also engages in advocacy to abolish torture. A program that illustrates the Kovler Center’s community–based approach is its regularly scheduled Friday night cooking group. A guest survivor-chef develops the menu, along with the staff. Survivors, staff and volunteers work together to prepare, serve, eat and clean up after the meal. The Marjorie Kovler Center, like TASSC, seeks to build a sense of community among torture survivors.

Participants
Eight men and seven women were interviewed for this study. They ranged in age from 27 to 60. Participants were from Albania, Angola, Cameroon, Chile, Congo, Eritrea, Gabon, Guatemala, Philippines, Rwanda and Uganda. Survivors of torture are identified by pseudonyms to humanize the participating survivors of torture and to maintain confidentiality.

In Chicago, participants were recruited through a modified snowball method, and recruitment efforts were conducted with the Marjorie Kovler Center and the Chicago membership of TASSC. The Kovler Center sent a letter to all clients informing them about the study, providing contact information so that interested survivors might contact the first author directly. TASSC members also reached out to survivors they knew to offer this opportunity. Ten people were recruited from Chicago.

TASSC staff and volunteers in Washington, D.C. also reached out to people they knew who might be interested. TASSC was particularly successful in recruiting women for the study. Five people, all women, were recruited through TASSC’s efforts in D.C. At the request of TASSC, the study was
cross-cultural rather than focused on one nationality or ethnic group.

Those eligible to participate in this study were immigrant adult survivors of government-sponsored torture who currently live in the United States. The recruitment method minimized the risks of a recruitment strategy that sought specific information about the act of torture itself. Rather, recruitment strategies sought people who identified themselves sufficiently as torture survivors to respond to solicitations seeking them. Also, as part of the pre-interview preparation session, participants were told that the study was about survivors of state-sponsored torture and asked if they qualified.

Informed consent procedures and the study design were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Heartland Alliance for Human Needs and Human Rights, the parent organization of the Marjorie Kovler Center and the IRB of DePaul University. The Torture Abolition Survivor and Support Coalition also reviewed the study proposal and offered a letter of support.

**Interview Protocol and Procedure**

Participants engaged in semi-structured interviews using a survey protocol with open-ended questions. Interviews generally took about an hour and half; they ranged from 45 minutes to four hours.

The first author conducted all interviews. Three interpreters were used for four interviews, each requiring interpretation in English and French. Two of the interpreters were recruited through Kovler and/or TASSC. A third interpreter was found through networking. All of the interpreters were coached on their ethical obligations for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Interview guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can you tell me more about your own story? What led you to come to the United States?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I use the word community, what does that mean to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now that you are in the U.S., are there any communities that you feel you are connected to, or a member of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What are those communities? What about them is appealing to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When you say that you feel like you are a part of community, what does that mean to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What is it about these communities that lead you to think you would like to be part of them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How important to you are the following elements of community life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understanding the boundaries of who is included in the community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Being able to get your needs met? Being able to meet the needs of others?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Being able to influence the community? Being influenced by the community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emotional connections with other community members?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there U.S. communities you do not want to be part of? Which ones? What is it about these communities that lead you to not want to be part of them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has being part of a community or communities affected your process of healing? How so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has not being part of a community or communities affected your process of healing? How so?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accuracy and confidentiality. After participants gave informed consent, they were provided with the opportunity to share their stories of coming to the United States.

In the interview, participants were asked to describe communities that were important to them in the United States. Specific questions about a psychological sense of community were also posed, e.g. “how important are emotional connections in community life?” Throughout the interviews, participants were encouraged to elaborate on elements of a psychological sense of community. They were also asked to indicate whether, and if so how, these elements applied to their own life circumstances. The questions that guide this article’s analysis of the data are identified in Table 1.

Community Consultation
An advisory body including torture survivors, abolition activists, torture treatment professionals and academic advisors helped guide the research process and evaluate the results. The torture survivors were also members of TASSC. One person was recruited to facilitate the group; she also helped monitor the well-being of the participants during the meetings. In addition to the advisory body, the Marjorie Kovler Center and TASSC provided guidance. This community consultation process was essential in guiding the direction of the study, recruiting participants and developing protocols sensitive to the special needs of torture survivors. The advisory group was also very helpful in evaluating results to explore the depths of their meanings.

Data Analysis
A research team of undergraduate students was recruited and trained to assist with coding the data. Individual research team members initially engaged in open coding by reviewing interviews line by line to identify significant statements. The significant statements were clustered into major themes and categories. Agreement about the major themes and categories found within the data was then determined through group discussion. When disagreement about coding occurred, the team worked together to understand the meaning of the text within the context of the participant’s overall interview. Using this technique, the team sought to code data to reflect the phenomenological meaning of community life as experienced by participants. A set of exhaustive codes was thus created.

Codes were not necessarily based on the questions themselves. Rather, the codes were developed from two foundations: categories of participant responses and those developed from theory. For example, participants began to make a distinction between communities into which they were born (such as extended family or ethnicity) from communities with which they associated by choice (such as their survivor group). This led to the creation of a code specifying whether the participants were ‘born into’ or had ‘chosen association’ with the community. Codes were also developed based on elements of psychological sense of community.1

Data could receive multiple major thematic codes. For example, one quote may be identified by location, the association the participant had with the community (born into it? affiliated by choice?), and the kind of community (political, neighborhood, etc.). All data was uniquely identified within each major theme, as set out in Table 2.

Once a final coding scheme was agreed upon, research team members coded each
transcript using Nvivo software. This software program made it possible to further explore relationships across coding structures, enriching the understanding of the data. For example, the software allowed separation of data by codes and themes between men and women, and the different kinds of communities in which survivors were involved in the United States e.g. religion-based or recovery-based.

The analysis was conducted using the scientific paradigm of constructivism-interpretivism. Constructivist-interpretivist methods recognize the interaction of the participant and researcher to make meaning of the data. Constructivist-interpretivist methods guide multiple facets of how research is conducted; they constitute a paradigm that also includes phenomenological theory. Consultations about the meaning of the data were held in Chicago and in Washington, D.C. with torture survivor groups throughout the research process. Consultations were also held with the research advisory body. These consultations helped strengthen the process used to interpret the data. Such consultations also ensured that the voices of survivors were integral to the study throughout its process.

The advisory body was particularly helpful in providing context. For example, a participant indicated to the first author that he rejected a psychological sense of community with his ethnic group located in Chicago. However, this participant was to be seen at multiple gatherings held by his nationally-based ethnic group. Working with the advisory group, we concluded that this participant was likely to enjoy the food, customs and language of other people from his country. He did not experience the close emotional bonds that characterize a strong psychological sense of community.

When there were disagreements or questions about the meaning of the data, the researcher consulted with her academic advisors and the advisory group. All disagreements were successfully resolved.

**Authors’ Perspectives**

This study is based upon the master’s thesis of the first author. The first author had over ten years of experience working with torture survivors through her prior staff role with Amnesty International USA. In that capacity, she worked together with torture survivors to abolish torture in the United States and countries throughout the world. This experience afforded her credibility with the community. Torture survivors want to know that those who work with them will also take action against torture. The first author also participated with TASSC International and the Marjorie Kovler Center to protest

**Table 2: Coding Structure of Major Themes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Community location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) in the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) in country of origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) unspecified/ambiguous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Association with community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) born into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) chosen community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Kind of community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) national identity (country affiliation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) immediate and extended family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) ethnic but not extended family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) political, social justice or human rights oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) neighborhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) gender-specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Elements of a psychological sense of community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) membership boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) mutual influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) meeting needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) emotional connections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Community location: a) in the United States b) in country of origin c) unspecified/ambiguous | Association with community: a) born into b) chosen community | Kind of community: a) national identity (country affiliation) b) immediate and extended family c) ethnic but not extended family d) religious e) political, social justice or human rights oriented f) recovery g) neighborhood h) gender-specific | Elements of a psychological sense of community: a) membership boundaries b) mutual influence c) meeting needs d) emotional connections |
country policies that support torture and human rights abuses in demonstrations and other public events. Three participants indicated directly that they knew the first author through her prior staff role with Amnesty International. The second author supported the first author’s stance regarding torture and hearing the perspectives of all advisory group members. He was not known for participating directly in human rights activism.

Results
The ways in which a psychological sense of community was experienced among immigrant survivors of torture who participated in this study is captured through the four constructs developed by McMillan and Chavis: membership boundaries, needs fulfillment, mutual influence and emotional bonds. Participants described their community relationships as experienced through the Marjorie Kovler Center and TASSC International. Both TASSC and Kovler provided safe space for those who had been tortured. Table 3 provides a summary of how participants described the psychological sense of community found among one another.

Table 3: Summary of the application of McMillan and Chavis’ Elements of a Psychological Sense of Community as Experienced by Immigrant Survivors of Torture

MEMBERSHIP BOUNDARIES
The community boundaries were formed through deep understanding of the impact of torture, empathy for those who have been tortured, and condemnation of torture in all circumstances. Establishing the boundaries of the community enabled survivors to become open to each other’s advice on surviving torture.

FULFILLMENT OF NEEDS
Community members exchanged resources and advice on how to meet their specialized needs as survivors of torture. The need to immediately fulfill physical and emotional needs was enabled by the inclusion of helping professionals who are not actual survivors of torture.

MUTUAL INFLUENCE
Community members were able to influence each other to become survivors rather than victims. Members also influenced their community organizations to take action to abolish torture. These empowering acts enabled those who had been tortured to look beyond themselves, to help others as well as themselves.

EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS
Community members became emotionally connected to each other by sharing their intimate stories of torture and recovery. The community was able to overcome the stigma associated with their torture by honoring their own and others’ survival in the June 26th ritual.
Membership Boundaries

Membership boundaries define who is in the community. They also define who is not; who is excluded. The participants in this study defined the boundaries of their community as wide enough to embrace the diversity of their backgrounds. Fundamental to the shared bonds of community life was the unequivocal condemnation of torture.

Participants described a survivor community that was open and willing to include diverse peoples. Kharen wanted to become a member of TASSC to join “an international community of people who went through the same experience.” Marcelo described a mural at the Kovler Center that represented the survivor group: “It’s beautiful to see people from so many different countries, different cultures…. It’s beautiful to see.” Survivors’ appreciation of diversity implicitly acknowledged everyone’s vulnerability to torture, no matter what country they were from. When this study began, TASSC asked that participants be included from many countries and diverse cultures. This was important to them in order to underscore how widespread torture is, and how similar the experiences of recovery are.

The psychological sense of community experienced by this multinational group contrasts with the experience of Evrard. Evrard specifically rejected any emotional affiliation with people from his own country living in the United States. He explained that he could not share his experiences with people from his country, because of the condemnation and stigma associated with his torture and that of his daughter. Here in the United States, he said, “I don’t feel free to go there, and I never go there. We have a Congolese community; I never go there.”

Included within the community of this multinational group were those allies and program staff who had not been tortured. Membership boundaries also embraced those who chose to empathize with those who have survived torture. The relative safety experienced within the community was not dependent upon members being survivors. Community events such as cooking nights or U.S. holiday celebrations included family members, volunteers, torture abolition advocates, and other supporters of TASSC and Kovler. Kharen said, “I don’t want it (the survivor community) to be an exclusive club for survivors. They could be fans of survivors who are empathizing…. You know, the fact that they put their shoes in that person [walked in that person’s shoes] is really something good.” Francie explained, “If we open the doors just for survivors, how are [other] people going to know the difficulty of torture?”

Membership boundaries thereby included those who deeply understood and consequently condemned torture. Okello described explicitly how important it was that torture be condemned. He said that “people … who have not seen torture have found ways of justifying it.” Okello explained how important it was that in TASSC he met “people whose commitment against torture knows no boundaries.” Community members were bound by their common condemnation of torture, under all circumstances.

The setting in which survivors met also helped define community boundaries. “When you meet me here at Kovler (where our interview took place), that means I am part of the Kovler community,” stated Japhet when asked if he considered himself a part of the Chicago survivor community. In one case, a participant had not been in the center for a few months. He was greeted by survivors and staff as an old friend; he was reconnected with his survivor community. The setting created a space in which
survivors of torture could be recognized as individuals.

The boundaries of the community were formed by a shared understanding and condemnation of torture. That understanding of torture offered relative safety within which community members could overcome national and cultural differences. In settings offered by treatment programs, survivors could be free from the challenges of negotiating relationships with people who might not condemn their having been tortured.

Needs Fulfillment
The integration and fulfillment of needs is a system of sharing and reinforcement that benefits members of a community. Survivors shared useful tips that helped fulfill their basic human needs, for things such as housing and travel tips, as well as techniques to help sleep and heal. As survivors revealed their helpful hints, they began to overcome the isolation that resulted from their torture. Among each other, survivors began the basic steps needed to connect to others.

The staff of Kovler and TASSC were important resources for fulfilling the needs of members of the community. In comparing the assistance he has received from non-survivor communities, Okello said, “There are lots of communities that go out of their way to help people….” He added that unlike the staff at Kovler, “they don’t know how to do it.” Joelle also appreciated Kovler staff for their help in meeting both practical and personal needs: “They will refer me to counselors; they will refer me to hospitals. They will refer me to some other small human rights groups where I will go and get food.” She also found it valuable that “they will take time to mix a cup of tea and serve me with it because they want me to feel good, just because they want to console me. …. Everything that will make my life comfortable.”

Within TASSC and Kovler, survivors offered useful tips on how to survive and recover from the harsh after-effects of torture. Francie said, “If I have difficulty to sleep…. People from TASSC can give you some advice.” Francie went on to mime how she was advised to “close the door like that” so that it was partially open and allowed some light into the room. “It (TASSC) has helped me heal,” said Felizardo. “It’s still very painful for me, but little by little I am not crying anymore.” Through their understanding of each other’s needs, participants were able to offer practical tips that reflect their understanding of the particular effects that torture has had.

Survivors offer strength-based strategies to help meet each other’s needs. They listen to explanations of what happened to others and the many negative effects that followed. Angelique described how helpful it was to talk to those who have gone through torture and other human rights trauma, and who have moved on to build a future. “It’s like they comfort you to be strong, to be fine, you’ll be fine, you’ll be fine…They can talk to you…. It happened in different countries; we talk and it helps.” Angelique was able to benefit from the stories of those who survived before her, whose tips allowed her to envision a future where she would be fine.

Physical, psychological and emotional needs were met among the members of the community. Torture survivors were able to recognize each other’s needs and to identify specific strategies to ameliorate the pain others were feeling. With assistance from caring staff, survivors could begin to heal.

Mutual Influence
The exchange of influence between the whole community and its individual members, and among individual members is important in building a foundation from
which nurturing relationships can develop.\(^1\) The way in which influence was exercised through the community and its members strengthened their individual and communal capacity to resist torture and promote healing beyond their physical needs.

It is important for survivors to influence and thereby help other survivors. Joelle said of influencing others’ recovery: “It is very, very important to me because... It helps me change part of their darkness to light.” Joelle explains the psychological benefit to herself by adding that helping others by influencing their healing “makes me fulfill my heart’s desires.”

Angelique described how TASSC members influenced her recovery. “They say ‘you been through that?’ and ‘you helped me; I saw you as strong.” The mantle of victimhood has been imposed on them by perpetrators. To have their stories of torture interpreted as strength is a power shared among community members. The rejection of the victim label and the commitment to move beyond the powerlessness it suggests demonstrates how the community they formed influenced survivors’ healing. These survivors created the sense of community that enabled their mutual survival from torture.

Throughout these interviews, participants described how difficult healing from torture is. Nonetheless, participants also described their strong identification as survivors of the cruelty of torture. Rodrigo described how he was able to become a survivor rather than a victim and how that enabled his emotional recovery. He said, “Victim to me is a concept that you stay there. You are not able to heal and go far beyond being a victim...” At Kovler with other survivors, he explained, we “discuss with people about the concept of survivors and victims.” He described how important the difference was, “because survivors can act, survivors can denounce... we let people know what happened.” As individuals adopted the identity of survivor, they identified more strongly with the community. This identification was also reinforced by the names of the community partners: the Marjorie Kovler Center for Survivors of Torture and Torture Abolition and Survivors’ Support Coalition.

Several participants expressed how important it was to them that TASSC and its members influence policies that affect those who remain vulnerable to torture. Simon said, for example, “What I expect from an association like TASSC is basically to write to the United Nations or do something about it (torture) so that it doesn’t happen again.” Simon expected TASSC to encourage and influence TASSC members to engage the United States government in condemning torture. Joelle also described how important it was to her that TASSC “sent me to the radio for some interviews.” For her, a main purpose of TASSC is to work with her community to change public policy and perceptions that condone torture. Joelle continued, “We’ve been to the Congress. We went round [to] the Congress members appealing to them for certain laws [regarding torture] not to be like this or to be like that.”

As survivors began to share the useful tips that enabled each other’s healing, they began to influence each other and the community as a whole. It was important to influence each other’s strengths, to emphasize their survival. As survivors brought together because of their torture, it was also important for them to exercise their community influence on Congress so that torture may one day be eliminated.

**Emotional Connections**

Emotional connections are often based on a shared history and the extent to which
members invest in the community. Building relationships within a community, exchanging advice with others and, in the process of doing so, meeting emotional and physical needs, and positively influencing one another’s recovery may foster strong emotional bonds.\textsuperscript{1} The emotional connections among community members may also be formed as a defense against those who may condemn, be fearful of, or stigmatize those who have been tortured.

Sharing stories about how one has been tortured created intimacy. Rodrigo described his reluctance to share his story of the pain caused by torture. Within the survivor community, Rodrigo described how “it is easier to connect to them, to survivors. There is another degree, another emotional connection that goes deeper.”

Survivors shared more than advice, they shared a common vulnerability. As survivors told their stories and bore their vulnerability, they were able to more intimately connect with each other. It was at a TASSC meeting, Evrard said, where he was first able to speak of the rape of a family member. He said that TASSC and Kovler are “two communities that know about what I am, what I am in my country. What is my daughter, what is my wife, what is my kids. It is TASSC and Kovler who knows it.” For Rodrigo, Evrard and other survivors of torture, sharing their stories created an intimacy that strengthened their relationships to each other.

The emotional bonds experienced by survivors are often likened to those experienced within a family. Francie described her feelings about TASSC as more than family. Francie offered that, “Family, like my husband or my kids, is something God has given you, but the community like TASSC is family with the heart. TASSC is from the soul.” Kiki also likened her appreciation to TASSC to that of family: “I feel like I have family here in America because I have TASSC.” Claire said, “In your mind you know that you have a person who will take care of you, take care for you.” Marcello described how “you feel that you are loved, that you don’t feel isolated and that you don’t feel lonely.” Summing up how important his emotional bonds are to the community, Japhet said, “Even if you were to separate yourself from the community, there would still be parts of the community that would stay with me. Even if you leave, there are things that would make you come back.”

The emotional bonds experienced among survivors are recognized through rituals and celebrations like the United Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture. The June 26 events of the International Day in Support of Victims of Torture provided opportunities to honor survival from torture. Felizardo explained, “I’m connected to the Kovler Center because every 26 of June, every year, they have celebration of international survivors.” This event is the opportunity to share joy in each other’s company, to speak openly about torture in a world where others are not interested in it. Remembrance is of those not present and those who can be celebrated at TASSC and Kovler June 26 events. Another TASSC member said that June 26 is “where we embrace our spirit and each other… it is rebirth.”

The experience of torture results in severe physical and psychological trauma, undermines the capacity to build trusting relationships with others, and often leads to feelings of isolation and withdrawal from others. Survivors able to build a psychological sense of community with each other may be able to rely on those community bonds to help transform themselves from victim to survivor. The term of survivor versus victim becomes a symbol of individual and commu-
nity empowerment and connectedness. Survivors of torture built strong emotional connections that enabled their healing.

Discussion
The concept of a psychological sense of community provides a tool that enables an intimate examination of survivors’ relationships with each other. This study identifies how torture survivors can rebuild emotional connections to others and, in doing so, begin to heal themselves and others. In this study, recovery from torture involves more than reducing symptoms of Post Traumatic Disorder Syndrome (PTSD). Rather, this study examines how survivors can begin to enable each other to recover a health that includes physical, mental and social well-being.

The full recovery from torture involves both relieving PTSD symptoms and building the capacity to experience emotional connections with others. Those who participated in this study were a diverse group of people who had been significantly wounded by torture. Unable to fully engage with people from their own countries because of concerns that echoed the divisions they fled, survivors of torture engaged with those who understood their experience. Social support of each other enables a community to define the meaning of their trauma. The survivors interviewed for this study were able to redefine their trauma as a resource. Through shared disclosures and helpful hints on what to do to heal, survivors were able to recognize each other as healers, as experts on how to recover from torture.

Survivors must believe that the support from others will result in real changes to their lives in order for that support to be most effective. Sharing their healing experiences through their community lives enabled survivors to believe in other survivors, and believe in themselves. Among torture survivors, those values included a reliance on strength-based approaches, condemnation of torture, and a commitment to share healing strategies.

It was through these exchanges that the community developed social capital, the resources that individuals and the collective could rely on to negotiate their stress. High social capital, having access to available resources that meet human needs, has only recently been linked to a decrease in individual experiences of posttraumatic stress. It is not just the helpful treatment that survivors receive from torture treatment programs that enable their healing. Survivors help each other on their journeys of healing by internalizing the group norms, declaring themselves as survivors. It is not the label, per se, that empowers individuals. Rather, survivors can heal by believing in their own power to act, to denounce what happened to them.

The participants in this study demonstrated how important it was to their sense of community to think of those beyond themselves who remained vulnerable to torture. Indeed, June 26 events offer this opportunity every year. The participants in this study relied on their relationships with each other to transform how they understood their torture.

McMillan and Chavis describe the influence of the community on individuals and individuals on the community as an exchange of power. The exchange of power described by participants in this study resulted in individual and community identification as survivors rather than victims of torture. This concept of being survivors was described as one that provided empowerment, allowing survivors to act and denounce torture. Empowerment is an
important strategy in torture healing. Although it is individual empowerment that is most often discussed, participants in this study represent how important it is to also act as an empowered community. The social transformation of their trauma has the potential to transform society’s views of torture as well. Like Mothers Against Drunk Driving, the community created by torture survivors can use their personal experiences to educate and try to influence U.S. policy.

**Torture Treatment**
The exploration of community-based strategies for recovery from torture is underexplored. Yet the importance of relationship-building as a recovery strategy is emphasized in many torture treatment programs. Participants described their reluctance to share their stories with members of the family into which they were born. Many described the rich connections made with other survivors as the bonds that constituted their family now. Enabling the development of emotional vulnerability among torture survivors may be an important strategy in order to heal following torture – and one available primarily, if not only, within the context of other survivors and their allies.

Research about social identification and community indicates that a psychological sense of community is stronger among those individuals who choose to form communities based on shared interests and social identification rather than geography. When individuals who have been tortured self-represent as survivors, they may be indicating their openness to building relationships with other people. Those who have been tortured benefit from the specialized services and opportunities to meet others similar to themselves that torture treatment programs offer.

Understanding how community life can flourish among those who have been tortured begins to build a foundation for further development of community-based strategies that enable torture survivors to heal. This study offers insight into how healing can progress based on the interactions of individuals and communities. Whether survivors can use the positive psychological sense of community they experience among each other to then reach out to other communities is yet to be studied. One strategy for providing opportunities for individuals to develop their capacity for emotional and social well-being is through collective exchange in a safe and understanding place. The impact of torture is profoundly felt at individual and community levels. So, too, is the recovery from torture.

**Limitations**
This study examined the community life found among immigrant survivors of torture who participate in the Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture and in Torture Abolition and Survivors Support Coalition (TASSC) International, and who agreed to participate in this study. Both of these programs utilized community-based methods to work with those who have been tortured. Those survivors who agreed to be interviewed were self-selected; that may reflect the biases of individuals who are more likely to engage with others and consequently to engage in communities.

Likewise, the first author of this study was known by at least three of the Chicago-based participants as an activist working against torture. Some participants may have tried to relate to the author by sharing stories of activism and opposition to torture. Engaging with the advisory group to probe the meaning of participants’ responses was
useful to probe beyond the author’s experience and understanding.

Notwithstanding these potential limitations, study participants revealed much about their understanding of what it means to be part of a community of survivors. Although qualitative research is not generalizable, it does provide rich insights into how life is lived. This study captures the voices of the participants who shared their ideas of a psychological sense of community. Rather than speaking for all survivors, the participants disclose the depth of their experiences. They help us develop an initial understanding of how a psychological sense of community may be built among immigrant survivors of torture in the U.S.

Other limitations may have occurred as a result of the cultural, language and gender differences among the participants, interpreters and the researcher. Exacerbating such differences was the emotional nature of participants’ experiences and the emotional reactions that occurred in response to them. There is no clear formula for negotiating such complexity and thus the potential for error. At the same time, however, the richness of the experience of a psychological sense of community amidst such diversity could only have been captured by engaging, not avoiding, such diversity. Indeed, a phenomenological method is recommended for capturing the essence of the lived experience, in all its diversity. The thoughtful exchange with the survivors, torture treatment professionals, torture abolition advocates and academic experts that participated in the community consultation group was helpful.

Since 1986, the McMillan and Chavis construct of a psychological sense of community has been relied upon to examine the psychological connections of individuals within a community. This framework has been criticized for some shortcomings, including failing to recognize a collective (rather than individual) obligation to the community and for neglecting to attend to diversity within communities. It is nevertheless a foundational theory that continues to be useful to community psychologists around the world.

**Conclusion**

Survivors of torture face many challenges as they seek to recover from torture and rebuild emotional connections with others. Participants in this study sought community life with survivors of torture from any country and any culture. The diversity they represent challenges a commonly held view of community life as homogeneous and static.

The psychological sense of community participants built among each other required that each community member condemn torture unequivocally. They offered and received useful tips to enable each of them to heal and recover from their torture. As individuals and a community, they sought to influence each other’s journey of healing by laying claim to their identities as empowered survivors. Finding safety in accepting each other, meeting one another’s needs, influencing each other to foster healing and ultimately sharing and supporting one another’s vulnerabilities built strong emotional bonds among survivors and allies in this community. This study offers an examination of how important it is for those who have been tortured to build a psychological sense of community within which they can experience healing and emotional connectedness.
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